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Leon tried to wake up Darya doing that, and he succeeded, but since the Sleep
Power had already spread toward that whole area, she could only stay awake
for half a second .

"This has to be some kind of joke . . . " Leon sighed .

As if fighting alone against thousands of monsters wasn't bad enough for
Leon, he also had to keep hitting his head against something to cancel the
sleep powder's effect .

Bloody Wasp Queen

Health: 1000/1000

Mana: 3000/3300

Stamina: 4000/5000

Active Skills: Reproduction Lv 250, Sleep Powder Lv 40, Sting Lv 60,
Blood Sucker Lv 50,
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Passive Skills: Rage Lv 20, Fly Lv 100, Mental Leadership Lv 100

It was a bit late to use Appraisal, but Leon did anyway . He already knew the

wasps weren't that resilient, but if he had used it a little earlier, Leon and
Darya could have thought of a way to cancel that . . . the ordinary wasps
didn't have that skill, so they were caught off guard . Anyway, what was done
was done .

"Now, I have to improvise . . . but that is okay, once I kill the bosses, Darya
will wake up . . . hopefully . "

Leon grabbed a few spears he had created beforehand and put his mana in
them . He had a few spare spears because he wanted to obtain the Bloody

Wasps skills to suck blood and heal himself . . . he actually didn't want that .
But he was hoping for that somehow, he would be able to add that effect to
his weapons, and then, the said weapon would heal the more damages it
causes . However, even after sealing the spirits of hundreds of wasps, he
didn't obtain that effect .

"Let's hope I will obtain that effect using a boss spirit . . . "

Leon used Fire Tornado to toast all wasps that tried to attack him .Meanwhile,
he made his spears chase and attack the boss . It was hard to keep track of



them if Leon splits them, so he decided to attack the bosses one by one and
pierce them with his spears .

"Come to think of it; I could have turned the wasps into zombies . . . they are
stronger than my skeletons, after all . I didn't try that against the golems
because they were inanimate creatures, but I totally forgot to try that in the
wasps . "
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Leon would have lost some time, but he would save some coins . . . either
way, it was too late to think about it . In a short amount of time, Leon's
spears killed five wasp queens, but soon that stopped from happening because

the queens controlled the ordinary wasps as a meat shield . Although those
didn't stop Leon's spears, it made them lose some piercing power . Besides,
all their blood and body fluids were decreasing the sharpness of his spears .

"Tch . . . so annoying . Try to block this, then . "

Leon didn't want to spend much of his mana in small fries like the wasp
queens, but his objective now was to give a chance to Darya to wake up . So,
he shot several Magma Spears . The wasp queens used even more minions to
block the magic projectiles, and even though they succeeded in blocking them,
things just got even more efficient for Leon, since a single Magma Spear
killed hundreds of wasps .



"Hehe, let's see for how long you can keep using that . "

Leon's container of mana liquid was becoming empty at an astonishing pace,
but at the same pace, tens of thousands of wasps were dying . Sometimes
even the bosses would die since the magma would spread and hit everything
nearby . . . even Leon so stored his spears and created a thick ice wall to
protect himself and Darya .

It took a while, but Leon managed to kill all wasps . Well, almost . He left
one alive, after cutting its wings, and then he sealed its spirit inside a spear .

Steel Spear VI
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It grants you the skill, Sting Lv 20, Blood Sucker Lv 10 . Strength + 30,
Speed + 25 .

It was far weaker than Leon had imagined, but the effect was there . . . every
time Leon attacks an enemy, he would recover a small amount of health . The
amount of health restored was related to the amount of physical damage Leon
causes with that weapon . . . so, it would only work on small fries since Leon
was still weak physically .

"Well, it's better than nothing . . . "



Since the wasp queens were already dead, Darya wasn't waking up, and his
supply of mana liquid was close to its end . Leon decided to hit his magic
staff against Darya's head to wake her .

"Ouch! Ouch! What do you think you are doing?!" Darya frowned .

"Punishing you for not helping me," Leon said . "Kill the wasps because soon,
my mana supply will end, or you can let me use your supply . "

"My head is hurting like hell . . . I will help . " Darya said .

"Sorry, I guess I overdid it . " Leon looked away and then healed Darya's
forehead .

Seeing how massive and powerful Leon's fire Tornado had become while she
was sleeping, Darya decided to fight instead of letting Leon solve everything
alone . Without the wasp queens, the remaining wasps didn't pose a threat .
In fact, a lot of them died before they could even leave their cocoons .

"Mmm . . . Area of Effect spells really level up faster, but the consumption of
mana is insane . "

Unlike they had thought, the number of monsters that were coming from the

other world wasn't that big . Only fifteen wasps appeared out of nowhere
every ten minutes, so they really only lost some time in that dungeon due to
the wasp queens .



For some reason, despite having defeated dozens of thousands of monsters,
Leon didn't obtain a single item or tome . His luck increased in the last
months, but it looked like luck didn't increase the chances of him obtaining

drops . . . Leon believed that his magic sword was broken due to his low
luck . As he had now risen that stat from one to forty-two and still no
change . He was at a loss on what was actually wrong .
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Leon tried to wake up Darya doing that, and he succeeded, but since the Sleep
Power had already spread toward that whole area, she could only stay awake
for half a second .

This has to be some kind of joke . . . Leon sighed .

As if fighting alone against thousands of monsters wasnt bad enough for Leon,
he also had to keep hitting his head against something to cancel the sleep
powders effect .

Bloody Wasp Queen

Health: 1000/1000

Mana: 3000/3300

Stamina: 4000/5000



Active Skills: Reproduction Lv 250, Sleep Powder Lv 40, Sting Lv 60,
Blood Sucker Lv 50,

Passive Skills: Rage Lv 20, Fly Lv 100, Mental Leadership Lv 100

It was a bit late to use Appraisal, but Leon did anyway . He already knew the

wasps werent that resilient, but if he had used it a little earlier, Leon and
Darya could have thought of a way to cancel that . . . the ordinary wasps
didnt have that skill, so they were caught off guard . Anyway, what was done
was done .

Now, I have to improvise . . . but that is okay, once I kill the bosses, Darya
will wake up . . . hopefully .

Leon grabbed a few spears he had created beforehand and put his mana in
them . He had a few spare spears because he wanted to obtain the Bloody

Wasps skills to suck blood and heal himself . . . he actually didnt want that .
But he was hoping for that somehow, he would be able to add that effect to
his weapons, and then, the said weapon would heal the more damages it
causes . However, even after sealing the spirits of hundreds of wasps, he
didnt obtain that effect .

Lets hope I will obtain that effect using a boss spirit . . .

Leon used Fire Tornado to toast all wasps that tried to attack him .Meanwhile,
he made his spears chase and attack the boss . It was hard to keep track of
them if Leon splits them, so he decided to attack the bosses one by one and
pierce them with his spears .



Come to think of it; I could have turned the wasps into zombies . . . they are
stronger than my skeletons, after all . I didnt try that against the golems
because they were inanimate creatures, but I totally forgot to try that in the
wasps .

Leon would have lost some time, but he would save some coins . . . either
way, it was too late to think about it . In a short amount of time, Leons spears
killed five wasp queens, but soon that stopped from happening because the

queens controlled the ordinary wasps as a meat shield . Although those didnt
stop Leons spears, it made them lose some piercing power . Besides, all their
blood and body fluids were decreasing the sharpness of his spears .

Tch . . . so annoying . Try to block this, then .

Leon didnt want to spend much of his mana in small fries like the wasp
queens, but his objective now was to give a chance to Darya to wake up . So,
he shot several Magma Spears . The wasp queens used even more minions to
block the magic projectiles, and even though they succeeded in blocking them,
things just got even more efficient for Leon, since a single Magma Spear
killed hundreds of wasps .

Hehe, lets see for how long you can keep using that .

Leons container of mana liquid was becoming empty at an astonishing pace,
but at the same pace, tens of thousands of wasps were dying . Sometimes
even the bosses would die since the magma would spread and hit everything
nearby . . . even Leon so stored his spears and created a thick ice wall to
protect himself and Darya .



It took a while, but Leon managed to kill all wasps . Well, almost . He left
one alive, after cutting its wings, and then he sealed its spirit inside a spear .

Steel Spear VI

It grants you the skill, Sting Lv 20, Blood Sucker Lv 10 . Strength + 30,
Speed + 25 .

It was far weaker than Leon had imagined, but the effect was there . . . every
time Leon attacks an enemy, he would recover a small amount of health . The
amount of health restored was related to the amount of physical damage Leon
causes with that weapon . . . so, it would only work on small fries since Leon
was still weak physically .

Well, its better than nothing . . .

Since the wasp queens were already dead, Darya wasnt waking up, and his
supply of mana liquid was close to its end . Leon decided to hit his magic
staff against Daryas head to wake her .

Ouch! Ouch! What do you think you are doing?! Darya frowned .

Punishing you for not helping me, Leon said . Kill the wasps because soon,
my mana supply will end, or you can let me use your supply .

My head is hurting like hell . . . I will help . Darya said .



Sorry, I guess I overdid it . Leon looked away and then healed Daryas
forehead .

Seeing how massive and powerful Leons fire Tornado had become while she
was sleeping, Darya decided to fight instead of letting Leon solve everything
alone . Without the wasp queens, the remaining wasps didnt pose a threat . In
fact, a lot of them died before they could even leave their cocoons .

Mmm . . . Area of Effect spells really level up faster, but the consumption of
mana is insane .

Unlike they had thought, the number of monsters that were coming from the

other world wasnt that big . Only fifteen wasps appeared out of nowhere
every ten minutes, so they really only lost some time in that dungeon due to
the wasp queens .

For some reason, despite having defeated dozens of thousands of monsters,
Leon didnt obtain a single item or tome . His luck increased in the last months,
but it looked like luck didnt increase the chances of him obtaining drops . . .
Leon believed that his magic sword was broken due to his low luck . As he
had now risen that stat from one to forty-two and still no change . He was at
a loss on what was actually wrong .
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After the last wasp died, Leon and Darya headed to the purple crystal . Leon
frowned when he saw that Darya also seemed prepared to see the other
world .

"What? Are you not tired?" Leon asked . "Ah . . . I forgot you slept during
the most difficult parts of the battle . "

"Hahaha, you are right . . . It has been a while since I slept so well . " Darya
said . "I'm not that tired, and I kind of want to see the wasps' world . "

"Well, just don't leave my side," Leon said . "All monsters nearby the crystals
are bosses . So, things may get messy if we are not careful enough . "

"All right . " Darya nodded .

Although he believed that there would be no connection between this world
and his . He still needed to go to confirm his suspicions . Still, he had to
confirm his suspicious anyway . After touching the purple crystal, Leon and
Darya saw themselves in the middle of an abandoned city . The buildings
around made Leon recall England during the Industrial Revolution; in fact,
Leon even saw some chimneys that were still producing smoke . Although
there were no cars, Leon saw some machines . . . machines covered in webs
and cocoons .

"It is even worse than I imagined . " Leon murmured .

It was hard to find a single piece of wall or floor that didn't have webs,
cocoons, or eggshells . It was another world where the sentient beings lost to
the monsters . Most likely, due to their high reproduction speed . Just like the



slimes' world, Leon also couldn't see any sign of vegetation . It looked like
wasps could even eat plants to survive . . . or perhaps it was because he
appeared in the middle of the city . Leon and Darya would never know since

they returned soon after confirming that that city had been abandoned decades
ago . Even if there were some sentient beings alive, they would never have
the information Leon wanted .

"Another failure . . . " Leon sighed .

"Well . . . it is just the third dungeon you tried, right?" Darya said . "Don't
lose hope yet . "googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"I will never lose hope because I know that the harvesters have the

information I want," Leon replied . "But I'm wasting too much time . . . and
I will lose even more time before I can obtain the power to defeat them . "

Five months have passed since the damn lizard summoned Leon to that world;
he did improve his status a lot and obtained several convenient spells . Still,
he couldn't imagine himself defeating creatures that would invade other
planets just to become stronger . Unlike Leon, they not only had a lot of
confidence in their powers and but they also were confident in their battle
experience . If Leon had some time to prepare and had the chance to use all
his skills, he was confident in defeating the soldiers of a city . He did that in
Moscow, after all . But the conditions favored him . People of Earth didn't
know many spells, and their magic attacks weren't that powerful . Plus, he
had several convenient magic items .

Challenging all the people of a world that has been using and polishing their
magic skills over the course of seventy years was totally different . . . the



difference between challenging a city that had only a few survivors capable of
using magic and challenging the inhabitants of a world like Mieabos was like
the difference between challenging a slime and a dragon . Thanks to all that,
Leon thought that he would be lucky if he manages to return Earth in less than
four years . . .

Still, the only thing Leon could do was to keep moving forward and polishing
his skills .While he was thinking about that, Leon and Darya left the dungeon
only to find a few warriors of the lower world . That was kind of becoming a
common occurrence, so Leon wasn't surprised at all . Decreasing the
population of monsters would undoubtedly attract the attention of the nearest
village . Still, Leon was forced to raise his guard when he felt Darya
trembling and saw the look in the eyes of the warriors . Although visibly
upset, the warriors still approached without drawing their
weapons .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

"Are you Leon? The traveler?" A warrior with long black hair asked .

"My name is Leon, but I'm a victim of a kidnapping, not a traveler," Leon
said . "So, what business do you have with me?"

"We heard that you could produce magic weapons . " The black-haired
warrior said . "But first, I would like to ask, what she is doing here?"

" . . . You probably heard this from Eadmund and from his men, but he didn't
tell everything . " Leon let out a long sigh . "She helped me when I invaded
the research center since her life would be dangerous up above; she is with me
for the time being . I understand that you don't like the guys above, I'm not a



fan of them either . But if you want to negotiate with me, you will have to
leave her alone and control your anger a little more . "

" . . . We can do that," The black-haired warrior said after sighing too . "She
isn't doing anything . She helped you to decrease the number of wasps in this
territory, right?"

"Yes . . . why all you guys keep observing what I do and only appear after I
clear the dungeon, anyway?" Leon frowned . "Well, it doesn't really matter .
I have plenty of coins, so this time, I will ask for information instead of
money . "

" . . . What kind of information are you looking?" The black-haired warrior
asked .

"I want you to teach me the most simple techniques that you guys use that
consume stamina," Leon answered . "It doesn't have to be anything especially
powerful, just some useful moves or techniques would be fine . "

Darya frowned when she heard that, it looked like Leon also intended to learn
some warrior techniques . Even though his magic wasn't half-bad,
considering that he had come from a world where people just learned how to
use mana .
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After the last wasp died, Leon and Darya headed to the purple crystal . Leon
frowned when he saw that Darya also seemed prepared to see the other
world .

What? Are you not tired? Leon asked . Ah . . . I forgot you slept during the
most difficult parts of the battle .

Hahaha, you are right . . . It has been a while since I slept so well . Darya
said . Im not that tired, and I kind of want to see the wasps world .

Well, just dont leave my side, Leon said . All monsters nearby the crystals are
bosses . So, things may get messy if we are not careful enough .

All right . Darya nodded .

Although he believed that there would be no connection between this world
and his . He still needed to go to confirm his suspicions . Still, he had to
confirm his suspicious anyway . After touching the purple crystal, Leon and
Darya saw themselves in the middle of an abandoned city . The buildings
around made Leon recall England during the Industrial Revolution; in fact,
Leon even saw some chimneys that were still producing smoke . Although
there were no cars, Leon saw some machines . . . machines covered in webs
and cocoons .

It is even worse than I imagined . Leon murmured .

It was hard to find a single piece of wall or floor that didnt have webs,
cocoons, or eggshells . It was another world where the sentient beings lost to
the monsters . Most likely, due to their high reproduction speed . Just like the



slimes world, Leon also couldnt see any sign of vegetation . It looked like
wasps could even eat plants to survive . . . or perhaps it was because he
appeared in the middle of the city . Leon and Darya would never know since

they returned soon after confirming that that city had been abandoned decades
ago . Even if there were some sentient beings alive, they would never have
the information Leon wanted .

Another failure . . . Leon sighed .

Well . . . it is just the third dungeon you tried, right? Darya said . Dont lose
hope yet .

I will never lose hope because I know that the harvesters have the information
I want, Leon replied . But Im wasting too much time . . . and I will lose even
more time before I can obtain the power to defeat them .

Five months have passed since the damn lizard summoned Leon to that world;
he did improve his status a lot and obtained several convenient spells . Still,
he couldnt imagine himself defeating creatures that would invade other
planets just to become stronger . Unlike Leon, they not only had a lot of
confidence in their powers and but they also were confident in their battle
experience . If Leon had some time to prepare and had the chance to use all
his skills, he was confident in defeating the soldiers of a city . He did that in
Moscow, after all . But the conditions favored him . People of Earth didnt
know many spells, and their magic attacks werent that powerful . Plus, he had
several convenient magic items .

Challenging all the people of a world that has been using and polishing their
magic skills over the course of seventy years was totally different . . . the
difference between challenging a city that had only a few survivors capable of
using magic and challenging the inhabitants of a world like Mieabos was like



the difference between challenging a slime and a dragon . Thanks to all that,
Leon thought that he would be lucky if he manages to return Earth in less than
four years . . .

Still, the only thing Leon could do was to keep moving forward and polishing
his skills .While he was thinking about that, Leon and Darya left the dungeon
only to find a few warriors of the lower world . That was kind of becoming a
common occurrence, so Leon wasnt surprised at all . Decreasing the
population of monsters would undoubtedly attract the attention of the nearest
village . Still, Leon was forced to raise his guard when he felt Darya
trembling and saw the look in the eyes of the warriors . Although visibly
upset, the warriors still approached without drawing their weapons .

Are you Leon? The traveler? A warrior with long black hair asked .

My name is Leon, but Im a victim of a kidnapping, not a traveler, Leon said .
So, what business do you have with me?

We heard that you could produce magic weapons . The black-haired warrior
said . But first, I would like to ask, what she is doing here?

. . . You probably heard this from Eadmund and from his men, but he didnt
tell everything . Leon let out a long sigh . She helped me when I invaded the
research center since her life would be dangerous up above; she is with me for
the time being . I understand that you dont like the guys above, Im not a fan

of them either . But if you want to negotiate with me, you will have to leave
her alone and control your anger a little more .



. . . We can do that, The black-haired warrior said after sighing too . She isnt
doing anything . She helped you to decrease the number of wasps in this
territory, right?

Yes . . . why all you guys keep observing what I do and only appear after I
clear the dungeon, anyway? Leon frowned . Well, it doesnt really matter . I
have plenty of coins, so this time, I will ask for information instead of
money .

. . . What kind of information are you looking? The black-haired warrior
asked .

I want you to teach me the most simple techniques that you guys use that
consume stamina, Leon answered . It doesnt have to be anything especially
powerful, just some useful moves or techniques would be fine .

Darya frowned when she heard that, it looked like Leon also intended to learn
some warrior techniques . Even though his magic wasnt half-bad, considering
that he had come from a world where people just learned how to use mana .
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weapons he had to give, so he ended up heading to the village . That being
said, he didn't enter because Darya wouldn't be welcomed . It was a bit
dangerous to give weapons to people who he didn't know, the possibility of
them attacking him to obtain his weapons was big, but Leon some
countermeasures in case that happens . Still, Leon was quite sure that the



people living down there wouldn't do that . Besides, it was a better idea to
stay on the good side of someone who could create them weapons whenever
he wants .

Anyway, even though Leon didn't have much stamina to use specific skills
like the people below the city had, it was a good idea to have a few extra

tricks in case something happens or if he runs out of mana . So, Leon started
training to learn some physical skills .

Leon never did something like that . He didn't even hear about it . But it
looked like stamina could be used and manipulated like mana . The
black-haired man frowned when he heard that, Leon a little more stamina
than people living in the city above, so he had imagined that he could use
skills like that at will . Still, like everything in Leon's life, to learn, he had to
start with the basics . Although mana could be infused in weapons, trees, and
even living beings, stamina couldn't . So, Leon had to practice for a few days

how to manipulate his stamina . By practicing, he had to keep running
non-stop for several hours while carrying a few hundred kilograms of metal .
His goal was to control his stamina at certain moments to make his
movements less tiresome, instead of moving and letting the stamina being
consumed, and the best way to learn that was to exhaust himself . It took a
while, but Leon's hard work paid off .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Stamina Manipulation .

You obtained 01 status points .
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"I can't understand how you can move your body like that and still keep

yourself conscious while breathing this damp and smelly air," Darya said
while she was practicing Magma Bullet .

It looked like Darya had a hard time reading the mood, and she wasn't good
at holding back her thoughts . She came from the place where the people

created that environment, but Darya had no problems in saying that kind of
thing without thinking of what the warriors nearby would think . Fortunately,
Anton, the black-haired warrior, was the only one nearby . His subordinates,
who worked with him, were patrolling the surroundings . Although he was
quite a nice guy, he let out a long sigh after hearing that to calm his nerves .

"… Since you are a mage, I would recommend you to learn a few skills to

strengthen your legs . " Anton said . "Those will help in case you run out of
mana and has to run away for an enemy . "

It looked like Anton was looking down on all mages, but Leon ignored that
and just focused on the logic behind his words . He truly only wanted to learn
new ways of attacking to surprise his enemies, but since he was just learning
the basics, Leon decided just to listen . It would be great and cool if he
someday learns something like the OMNISLASH, but he was aware that
fighting up close didn't suit him . A man who ignored his health and stamina

for so long would only die a dog's death trying to fight like that .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Strong Legs .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Backflip .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Steel Knee .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Leon finally learned why he didn't learn Strong Legs until now . Unlike
Strong Arms, one of the requirements to learn that skill was Stamina
Manipulation . Leon also didn't try to do any Backflips, but he now he

could . However, by using extra stamina, he could move several meters
backward and dodge attacks of an enemy to some extent . As for Steel Knee,
it was like the defensive stance of Muay Thai . However, Leon raised his
right or left knee a little higher to protect the organs of his stomach . Using
his stamina, he increased the sturdiness of his legs .



"Are you fine with only this much?" Anton asked .

"Yes, I already spent too much time learning this," Leon answered .

Anton felt like he didn't pay for Leon's weapon with just that much . Still, he
couldn't stop Leon if he wanted to leave . Leon spent ten days to learn those,
but it was enough for the time being . . . in fact, he was tired of not practicing
his magic . He thought that learning techniques like that would be a piece of
cake . . . he couldn't have been more wrong .

"If I feel like it, I will return to learn some real means of attacking," Leon
said .

It looked like it would take a while before could learn Braver or Cross-Slash,
a few years maybe . As for Omnislash . . . it would take a few decades .
Although Haste increasing his training speed somewhat, it wasn't enough . It
would take a long while before he has enough recovery or mana to keep the
spell active at all times . Then he had and idea . . .

"I have to test if time passes at different speeds in other worlds and this
world… most likely, all worlds that are part of the system are spread all

across the universe… but wait a minute, if that is the case, then, there is also
a chance that time passes faster in this world in comparison to Earth . "

If such a thing was possible, Leon could solve the problem of time . However,
there was no way to know if the time passes faster or slower in those words in
comparison to Earth . . . in the end, it was too risky to go other worlds hoping
that time would pass slowly there .
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weapons he had to give, so he ended up heading to the village . That being
said, he didnt enter because Darya wouldnt be welcomed . It was a bit
dangerous to give weapons to people who he didnt know, the possibility of
them attacking him to obtain his weapons was big, but Leon some
countermeasures in case that happens . Still, Leon was quite sure that the
people living down there wouldnt do that . Besides, it was a better idea to stay
on the good side of someone who could create them weapons whenever he
wants .

Anyway, even though Leon didnt have much stamina to use specific skills
like the people below the city had, it was a good idea to have a few extra

tricks in case something happens or if he runs out of mana . So, Leon started
training to learn some physical skills .

Leon never did something like that . He didnt even hear about it . But it
looked like stamina could be used and manipulated like mana . The
black-haired man frowned when he heard that, Leon a little more stamina
than people living in the city above, so he had imagined that he could use
skills like that at will . Still, like everything in Leons life, to learn, he had to
start with the basics . Although mana could be infused in weapons, trees, and
even living beings, stamina couldnt . So, Leon had to practice for a few days

how to manipulate his stamina . By practicing, he had to keep running
non-stop for several hours while carrying a few hundred kilograms of metal .
His goal was to control his stamina at certain moments to make his
movements less tiresome, instead of moving and letting the stamina being
consumed, and the best way to learn that was to exhaust himself . It took a
while, but Leons hard work paid off .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Stamina Manipulation .

You obtained 01 status points .

I cant understand how you can move your body like that and still keep
yourself conscious while breathing this damp and smelly air, Darya said while
she was practicing Magma Bullet .

It looked like Darya had a hard time reading the mood, and she wasnt good at
holding back her thoughts . She came from the place where the people created

that environment, but Darya had no problems in saying that kind of thing
without thinking of what the warriors nearby would think . Fortunately,
Anton, the black-haired warrior, was the only one nearby . His subordinates,
who worked with him, were patrolling the surroundings . Although he was
quite a nice guy, he let out a long sigh after hearing that to calm his nerves .

… Since you are a mage, I would recommend you to learn a few skills to

strengthen your legs . Anton said . Those will help in case you run out of
mana and has to run away for an enemy .

It looked like Anton was looking down on all mages, but Leon ignored that
and just focused on the logic behind his words . He truly only wanted to learn
new ways of attacking to surprise his enemies, but since he was just learning
the basics, Leon decided just to listen . It would be great and cool if he
someday learns something like the OMNISLASH, but he was aware that
fighting up close didnt suit him . A man who ignored his health and stamina

for so long would only die a dogs death trying to fight like that .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Strong Legs .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Backflip .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Steel Knee .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon finally learned why he didnt learn Strong Legs until now . Unlike Strong
Arms, one of the requirements to learn that skill was Stamina Manipulation .
Leon also didnt try to do any Backflips, but he now he could . However, by
using extra stamina, he could move several meters backward and dodge
attacks of an enemy to some extent . As for Steel Knee, it was like the
defensive stance of Muay Thai . However, Leon raised his right or left knee a
little higher to protect the organs of his stomach . Using his stamina, he
increased the sturdiness of his legs .

Are you fine with only this much? Anton asked .

Yes, I already spent too much time learning this, Leon answered .

Anton felt like he didnt pay for Leons weapon with just that much . Still, he
couldnt stop Leon if he wanted to leave . Leon spent ten days to learn those,
but it was enough for the time being . . . in fact, he was tired of not practicing
his magic . He thought that learning techniques like that would be a piece of
cake . . . he couldnt have been more wrong .



If I feel like it, I will return to learn some real means of attacking, Leon said .

It looked like it would take a while before could learn Braver or Cross-Slash,
a few years maybe . As for Omnislash . . . it would take a few decades .
Although Haste increasing his training speed somewhat, it wasnt enough . It
would take a long while before he has enough recovery or mana to keep the
spell active at all times . Then he had and idea . . .

I have to test if time passes at different speeds in other worlds and this
world… most likely, all worlds that are part of the system are spread all

across the universe… but wait a minute, if that is the case, then, there is also
a chance that time passes faster in this world in comparison to Earth .

If such a thing was possible, Leon could solve the problem of time . However,
there was no way to know if the time passes faster or slower in those words in
comparison to Earth . . . in the end, it was too risky to go other worlds hoping
that time would pass slowly there .
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After trying to think of a solution to his time problem, Leon only managed to
find something that worried him even more, and that was nerve-wracking .

"You suddenly look more stressed than usual . . . " Darya frowned . "Is
something bothering you? Although you looked pretty tired a few minutes

ago, you also looked quite refreshed . "



" . . . I'm just the type of person who can only stop worrying about the things

when I'm doing something," Leon explained . "I just noticed the possibility
that time here may pass slower than on my planet . . . "

"Ah . . . that," Darya said . "That is certainly a quest that would make anyone
go mad without a clear answer . Still, I think you shouldn't think about it .
Even if you worry endlessly about such a thing, nothing will change . "

Leon was aware of it; it was logical . That being said, even logic doesn't
make much sense when someone is worried about the people he or she loves .
Until that moment, Leon was acting with two things in mind . The first one
was to conserve his coins as much as possible . In the case of he get
extremely lucky and find a tome that may teach him the teleportation spell .
The chance was small, but in fact, it appears, Leon would have to have coins
to buy, and it wouldn't be weird if the tome's price is something like one
hundred million coins or even one billion .

The other thing Leon was considering was to increase his recovery and mana
again . Overall, mana would increase for how long he could fight and also

would increase the distance he would be able to cross using teleportation .
Recovery would grant him the chance to use the spell more times, so it was
equally important . . .
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"Ah . . . I almost forgot," Leon said . "I have to test if the blue angel leaves
can survive above the poison mist . "

Leon created an earth platform and raised upward almost to the point where it
touched the ground of the city above . There he planted the leaf, but . . . it
died a few seconds later .

"Even if it is an alien plant, it needs sunlight . . . " Leon sighed .

"So you have those too," Darya said . "Although it is not from this planet, this
is the single type of plant I have seen my whole life . "

"So, the people up above cultivate it," Leon said . "They must cultivate it near
the frontlines . Otherwise, it would be a pain to transport them to the

soldiers . "

"You are right," Darya said . "However, most people cultivate those near the
houses, since they are quite tasty . "
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"I need more mana, but I can spend my coins to buy potions," Leon declared .
"Is there some kind of abandoned area on the city above where we can plant
those without being noticed?"



"Well . . . not on this continent, at least," Darya said . "We will have to leave

the civilization to find such a place, and I'm pretty sure the life on any island

will be even harder than here . We have some underwater dungeons after all,
and there is always a chance that some harvesters leave the battle and explore
the uninhabited parts of our planet . "

"Some island, huh . " Leon looked upward and sighed . "It looks like I'm
destined to live on them for a good part of my life . "

" . . . What are you talking about?" Darya frowned .

Leon was already sick of telling about his life on that island, but it couldn't be
helped since Darya asked . For the time being, they were partners, and Leon
knew more about her life than she knew about his .
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"Four years alone on an island…" Darya opened her eyes widely . "I don't
think I would be able to keep myself sane alone for so long . "

"Almost a year had passed since I left the island, but I still have some scars
from that time," Leon said .

"Like psychological scars? You look pretty much fine to me . " Darya said .



It was better to shut up instead of keeping talking and end up revealing about
the holy sword . In the end, Leon's best option was to look for an island and
plant his blue angel leaves . He also had to find a way to mass-produce them
without having to waste too much time harvesting, but first things first, Leon
had to leave the lower world .

"If we try to find an island, what are the chances of us finding soldiers or
harvesters?" Leon asked .

"Pretty high actually, the harvesters can attack the continent from all

directions," Darya explained . "That's why I said there is a chance that we
may find them on the said island . They always try to attack the boundaries
that have fewer soldiers . We only managed to keep them from invading the

continent probably because of the Checkpoint spell . "

"So, we will have a hard time leaving the continent," Leon nodded . "The
soldiers will try to stop us . If they recognize you, they won't hold back . And
even if we succeed avoiding them, we may end up fighting the harvesters… I

guess you should stay here . You already know how to protect yourself, and I
don't think the warriors down here will challenge you directly . Still, they
won't be able to kill using a surprise attack . "

"No… I'm going with you . " Darya looked at Leon in the eye . "I don't have
a life here, nor do I have a life above . I still have to find a new place to call

home . Besides, I still want to obtain the power to explore this world or other
worlds . I won't succeed in doing so if I run away now . "

In the end, it was Darya's own choice, so Leon just shrugged after hearing
that . The journey ahead would be dangerous, and even though Darya still



needed to change her mindset a few habits, she didn't want to stop now .
After all, it was the first time in her life that she had the chance to make her
own choices .
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After trying to think of a solution to his time problem, Leon only managed to
find something that worried him even more, and that was nerve-wracking .

You suddenly look more stressed than usual . . . Darya frowned . Is
something bothering you? Although you looked pretty tired a few minutes

ago, you also looked quite refreshed .

. . . Im just the type of person who can only stop worrying about the things

when Im doing something, Leon explained . I just noticed the possibility that
time here may pass slower than on my planet . . .

Ah . . . that, Darya said . That is certainly a quest that would make anyone go
mad without a clear answer . Still, I think you shouldnt think about it . Even
if you worry endlessly about such a thing, nothing will change .

Leon was aware of it; it was logical . That being said, even logic doesnt make
much sense when someone is worried about the people he or she loves . Until
that moment, Leon was acting with two things in mind . The first one was to
conserve his coins as much as possible . In the case of he get extremely lucky
and find a tome that may teach him the teleportation spell . The chance was
small, but in fact, it appears, Leon would have to have coins to buy, and it



wouldnt be weird if the tomes price is something like one hundred million
coins or even one billion .

The other thing Leon was considering was to increase his recovery and mana
again . Overall, mana would increase for how long he could fight and also

would increase the distance he would be able to cross using teleportation .
Recovery would grant him the chance to use the spell more times, so it was
equally important . . .

Ah . . . I almost forgot, Leon said . I have to test if the blue angel leaves can
survive above the poison mist .

Leon created an earth platform and raised upward almost to the point where it
touched the ground of the city above . There he planted the leaf, but . . . it
died a few seconds later .

Even if it is an alien plant, it needs sunlight . . . Leon sighed .

So you have those too, Darya said . Although it is not from this planet, this is
the single type of plant I have seen my whole life .

So, the people up above cultivate it, Leon said . They must cultivate it near
the frontlines . Otherwise, it would be a pain to transport them to the

soldiers .

You are right, Darya said . However, most people cultivate those near the
houses, since they are quite tasty .



I need more mana, but I can spend my coins to buy potions, Leon declared .
Is there some kind of abandoned area on the city above where we can plant
those without being noticed?

Well . . . not on this continent, at least, Darya said .We will have to leave the

civilization to find such a place, and Im pretty sure the life on any island will

be even harder than here . We have some underwater dungeons after all, and
there is always a chance that some harvesters leave the battle and explore the
uninhabited parts of our planet .

Some island, huh . Leon looked upward and sighed . It looks like Im destined

to live on them for a good part of my life .

. . . What are you talking about? Darya frowned .

Leon was already sick of telling about his life on that island, but it couldnt be
helped since Darya asked . For the time being, they were partners, and Leon
knew more about her life than she knew about his .

Four years alone on an island… Darya opened her eyes widely . I dont think
I would be able to keep myself sane alone for so long .

Almost a year had passed since I left the island, but I still have some scars
from that time, Leon said .

Like psychological scars? You look pretty much fine to me . Darya said .

It was better to shut up instead of keeping talking and end up revealing about
the holy sword . In the end, Leons best option was to look for an island and



plant his blue angel leaves . He also had to find a way to mass-produce them
without having to waste too much time harvesting, but first things first, Leon
had to leave the lower world .

If we try to find an island, what are the chances of us finding soldiers or
harvesters? Leon asked .

Pretty high actually, the harvesters can attack the continent from all directions,
Darya explained . Thats why I said there is a chance that we may find them
on the said island . They always try to attack the boundaries that have fewer
soldiers . We only managed to keep them from invading the continent

probably because of the Checkpoint spell .

So, we will have a hard time leaving the continent, Leon nodded . The
soldiers will try to stop us . If they recognize you, they wont hold back . And
even if we succeed avoiding them, we may end up fighting the harvesters… I

guess you should stay here . You already know how to protect yourself, and I
dont think the warriors down here will challenge you directly . Still, they
wont be able to kill using a surprise attack .

No… Im going with you . Darya looked at Leon in the eye . I dont have a life
here, nor do I have a life above . I still have to find a new place to call home .
Besides, I still want to obtain the power to explore this world or other
worlds . I wont succeed in doing so if I run away now .

In the end, it was Daryas own choice, so Leon just shrugged after hearing
that . The journey ahead would be dangerous, and even though Darya still
needed to change her mindset a few habits, she didnt want to stop now . After



all, it was the first time in her life that she had the chance to make her own
choices .
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Without having to worry about being surrounded by enemies or looking for
dangerous monsters, Leon and Darya found the boundaries of the continent
after flying for a few days . Just as Leon had imagined, that massive layer of
earth that was the soil of the city above extended until the ocean . It was
weird since Leon didn't see any signs of mountains . . . perhaps the battles of
the past destroyed the world more than Leon had imagined, or maybe the
people of the city above destroyed those in order not to build the city so high
in the sky .

Even from afar, Leon could sense the smell of the ocean . It wasn't much
different from Earth . The poison mist was thinner, but there were signs of
patrols and battles everywhere . Some of the metallic pillars that sustained the
city were also partially destroyed . Even though Leon was quite confident that
he could cause some damage to those pillars, he was also sure that he couldn't
put them in the state they were .

"I guess the best option is to dig a hole and create a path under the earth,"
Leon said .

"What are we going to do once we reach the ocean?" Darya asked . "The
pressure of the water will push us backward, and even if we manage to endure
that, we will run out of air . "



"We will manage using Mana Barrier," Leon explained . "Before that, we will
level it up as much as we can . That way, the barrier will be bigger, and we
will have more room to store air and cross the ocean . If I use some mana
potions, I will be able to decrease our weight using the ring of gravity and
ring of telekinesis . "
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"So, you have those too?" Darya asked . "I'm pretty sure gravity is the type of

magic that can make our soldiers fly . Didn't you learn yet?"

"No," Leon answered . " . . . I should have asked for that kind of information
since even ordinary guards can fly and use telekinesis . . . maybe it's not too
late, I just have to capture one soldier or a guard and ask 'nicely' for
information . "

"You should give up on that," Darya frowned . "Our soldiers are pretty united,
they get angry when a fellow soldier dies, but if one is taken as a hostage to
be tortured, they will become even madder and probably chase until you or
then die . "

" . . . I guess I will do that once I have a little more faith in my skills . " Leon
said .

After that, Darya started to practice Mana Barrier .Meanwhile, Leon began to
dig the hole . Instead of creating and using some shovels, Leon just infused



his mana on the soil and moved it . They were like three kilometers away
from the ocean, and Leon also had to be careful while digging, otherwise they
could be buried . Still, Leon didn't complain since it was a simple, but
efficient way to practice his earth magic .
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Two days later, Darya finally learned the spell . So, Leon stopped digging,
and they attacked each other's Mana Barrier . Although they were in a hurry
to strengthen the spell, they only usedWind Bullets because it was silent, and
the sound of impacts was barely noticeable .

They practiced for one week because Leon only felt satisfied when the Mana
Barrier was big enough to store five minutes of oxygen . The hole was almost
complete, and both of them were ready to put the plan in action, but they
were forced to stop when they felt some earthquakes .

" . . . It looks like one of them appeared here . " Darya said, her face was
pale .

By them, Darya was probably talking about the harvesters . The ground
below and even the one who sustained the megacity above them was
trembling . In the distance, Leon saw the sea, but he also saw the lower body

of a creature that had several parts of his body engulfed in flames .
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"Are you for real?" Leon frowned .

"… It is the fire titan . " Darya said . "One of the most troublesome and
powerful harvesters that attack our planet . We don't know his name, but we
do know he can absorb that fire attacks, and we don't have a soldier who is
powerful enough using water or ice magic to even scratching him . "

While Darya was giving her explanation, Leon felt the temperature rising .
That was absurd, they were three kilometers away from the creature, and they
could feel the heat emitted that thing's body . Leon couldn't even imagine
how soldiers could withstand the heat, much less fighting against the one
hundred meters tall fire titan .

Darya's Fire Resistance was still low-level, so she almost collapsed due to the
heat . Fortunately, Leon reacted on time to make the surroundings fresher by
combining wind and water magic . Still, it wasn't a good idea to continue
with the plan, so they retreated a little and waited for two days until the
earthquakes stopped, signaling the end of the fire titan's rampage .

" . . . He sure has a lot of energy to keep causing earthquakes for two days
straight . " Leon frowned .

"Do you still feel like challenging one of them to obtain the information you

want?" Darya asked . "I don't know about the harvesters that attack other

worlds, but the ones who attack us are all giants like him . "



"I won't change my mind . " Leon declared . "It is clear now that the world of

that dungeon is a world that got assimilated, but its sentient being didn't
survive assimilation . So, it is a waste of time to search for any useful
knowledge in those places . . . the quickest way for me to go home is to ask
those colossal creatures how they can travel between worlds without using
dungeons . "

"Even if you learn that I don't think you would be able to replicate," Darya
said . "The difference in power, resilience, mana . . . is too great . Even we,
who are a race that decided to increase our powers using mana alone, have
little mana in comparison to them . "
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Without having to worry about being surrounded by enemies or looking for
dangerous monsters, Leon and Darya found the boundaries of the continent
after flying for a few days . Just as Leon had imagined, that massive layer of
earth that was the soil of the city above extended until the ocean . It was
weird since Leon didnt see any signs of mountains . . . perhaps the battles of
the past destroyed the world more than Leon had imagined, or maybe the
people of the city above destroyed those in order not to build the city so high
in the sky .

Even from afar, Leon could sense the smell of the ocean . It wasnt much
different from Earth . The poison mist was thinner, but there were signs of
patrols and battles everywhere . Some of the metallic pillars that sustained the
city were also partially destroyed . Even though Leon was quite confident that
he could cause some damage to those pillars, he was also sure that he couldnt
put them in the state they were .



I guess the best option is to dig a hole and create a path under the earth, Leon
said .

What are we going to do once we reach the ocean? Darya asked . The
pressure of the water will push us backward, and even if we manage to endure
that, we will run out of air .

We will manage using Mana Barrier, Leon explained . Before that, we will
level it up as much as we can . That way, the barrier will be bigger, and we
will have more room to store air and cross the ocean . If I use some mana
potions, I will be able to decrease our weight using the ring of gravity and
ring of telekinesis .

So, you have those too? Darya asked . Im pretty sure gravity is the type of

magic that can make our soldiers fly . Didnt you learn yet?

No, Leon answered . . . . I should have asked for that kind of information
since even ordinary guards can fly and use telekinesis . . . maybe its not too
late, I just have to capture one soldier or a guard and ask nicely for
information .

You should give up on that, Darya frowned . Our soldiers are pretty united,
they get angry when a fellow soldier dies, but if one is taken as a hostage to
be tortured, they will become even madder and probably chase until you or
then die .

. . . I guess I will do that once I have a little more faith in my skills . Leon
said .



After that, Darya started to practice Mana Barrier .Meanwhile, Leon began to
dig the hole . Instead of creating and using some shovels, Leon just infused
his mana on the soil and moved it . They were like three kilometers away
from the ocean, and Leon also had to be careful while digging, otherwise they
could be buried . Still, Leon didnt complain since it was a simple, but
efficient way to practice his earth magic .

Two days later, Darya finally learned the spell . So, Leon stopped digging,
and they attacked each others Mana Barrier . Although they were in a hurry to
strengthen the spell, they only used Wind Bullets because it was silent, and
the sound of impacts was barely noticeable .

They practiced for one week because Leon only felt satisfied when the Mana
Barrier was big enough to store five minutes of oxygen . The hole was almost
complete, and both of them were ready to put the plan in action, but they
were forced to stop when they felt some earthquakes .

. . . It looks like one of them appeared here . Darya said, her face was pale .

By them, Darya was probably talking about the harvesters . The ground
below and even the one who sustained the megacity above them was
trembling . In the distance, Leon saw the sea, but he also saw the lower body

of a creature that had several parts of his body engulfed in flames .

Are you for real? Leon frowned .

… It is the fire titan . Darya said . One of the most troublesome and powerful
harvesters that attack our planet . We dont know his name, but we do know



he can absorb that fire attacks, and we dont have a soldier who is powerful
enough using water or ice magic to even scratching him .

While Darya was giving her explanation, Leon felt the temperature rising .
That was absurd, they were three kilometers away from the creature, and they
could feel the heat emitted that things body . Leon couldnt even imagine how
soldiers could withstand the heat, much less fighting against the one hundred
meters tall fire titan .

Daryas Fire Resistance was still low-level, so she almost collapsed due to the
heat . Fortunately, Leon reacted on time to make the surroundings fresher by
combining wind and water magic . Still, it wasnt a good idea to continue with
the plan, so they retreated a little and waited for two days until the
earthquakes stopped, signaling the end of the fire titans rampage .

. . . He sure has a lot of energy to keep causing earthquakes for two days
straight . Leon frowned .

Do you still feel like challenging one of them to obtain the information you
want? Darya asked . I dont know about the harvesters that attack other worlds,
but the ones who attack us are all giants like him .

I wont change my mind . Leon declared . It is clear now that the world of that

dungeon is a world that got assimilated, but its sentient being didnt survive
assimilation . So, it is a waste of time to search for any useful knowledge in
those places . . . the quickest way for me to go home is to ask those colossal
creatures how they can travel between worlds without using dungeons .



Even if you learn that I dont think you would be able to replicate, Darya said .
The difference in power, resilience, mana . . . is too great . Even we, who are
a race that decided to increase our powers using mana alone, have little mana
in comparison to them .
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Darya sure had a way with words . . . she was swift to annoy or depress
someone . Regardless, Leon wouldn't change his mind . He would try to go
home in the quickest way as possible, or he would die trying .

After waiting for two hours and confirming that the battle indeed ended, Leon
and Darya finished the hole . Even before they could truly reach the ocean,
the hole was starting to get filled with water . That was the sign Leon had
been waiting for, so he and Darya used Mana Barrier, and they moved the
earth faster . Suddenly the frontal part of the hole got destroyed by a massive
waver of water that started to push Leon and Darya backward . But by using
the gravity and telekinesis rings, Leon stopped that and even made them
breach the ocean floor in a few seconds .

Leon expected that the ocean of advanced civilization would be dirty, but that
wasn't the case . The Miebos ocean was a beautiful sight . Crystal clear water
amid a soft white sandy beach . Unfortunately, due to the battle displaced
monsters returning, they couldn't take the time to properly enjoy the view .
As they could already see two mammoth creatures swimming in the area
already .



Kraken

Health: 15000/15000

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 5000/5000
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Active Skills: Water Cyclone Lv 150, Suction Lv 90, Dark Ink Lv 80

Passive Skills: Swim Lv 80, Water Absorption Lv 150

Ancient Horned Whale

Health: 20000/20000

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 4000/4000
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Active Skills: Water Manipulation Lv 250, Water Torpedo Lv 150

Passive Skills: Sonar Lv 150, Swim Lv 80, Underwater Resistance Lv 300

Without personally battling each of these new creatures, Leon was unsure
how well their powers compared to the most powerful sea creature, the
megalodons, that he fought on Earth . Unwilling to risk battling these
unknown foes, they escaped as fast as possible . Only shooting thunder
bullets to slow the creatures down, as they made their underwater escape .

Four minutes later, Leon and Darya left the ocean and moved several hundred
meters upward . Leon was pretty sure that the soldiers couldn't see them on

the continent . So, he decided to take a break because Darya was about to
puke after drinking several mana potions . . . she was the type of girl who
didn't like to dirty her skin . Even though it was barely noticeable, anyone
could see small fragments of blue angel leaves in the mana potions .

While Darya was recovering from that . . . Leon looked around and didn't see
any flying monsters . That was kind of surprising because even though the
world had a single colossal continent, it wasn't impossible that there were no
dungeons in some islands . In fact, Leon was expecting to find an island that
had a dungeon . Just practicing spells without a target wasn't enough for him,
after all . Although he mostly would use blue angel leaves to level up Haste,
he couldn't slack off on his magical training .



"Hey . . . have you heard about any dungeon that was outside the continent
which didn't spawn aquatic monsters?" Leon frowned when he saw Darya's
face was still blue .
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"No . . . ugh . " Darya let out the final wave of puke . "That kind of
information they don't spread . . . only the victories of the frontline are shown
to the public . "

"Figures . . . Anyway, first let's look for an ordinary island . " Leon sighed .
"We will use the first island that we find as a base to plant some blue angel

leaves and then let you learn Mana Concealment . After that, we will slowly
look for an island that has a dungeon . "

"I see… Mana Concealment will help us to avoid the eyes of the harvesters .
" Darya nodded .

Soon, they started to look for a random island, but then Leon started to
frown . He was looking for some islands to stay, but as if that wasn't weird
enough considering his past, Leon would stay on a desert island with a girl .
He was pretty sure that he dreamed about that kind of thing at least once in
the past . . . but right at that moment, Leon couldn't imagine any romance
developing mostly, because it has been a very long time since Leon has seen
anyone in an erotic light .



Leon sighed . Unless he stays awake for several days straight, he can't fall
asleep when he wants mostly because he is worried about his friends and
family . But he still had room to worry about his problems down there . . . he
wondered if he wasn't taking things seriously . . .

It didn't take long before they could find an island, but they looked for
another even farther away from the continent . The harvesters that were
attacking that world were massive, after all . So, it was better to stay away as
much as possible from the battlefield . Besides, no one knew what they do

between battles . They could always return to their world, or… rest on

Miebos .

"Well, we found the place . " Darya looked around the island, which was three
kilometers long and five wide . "What do we do know?"

"First, let's secure the place . Makes sure that no monster is nearby . " Leon
explained . "After that built a decent place to sleep and then plant the blue
angel leaves… after that, I have to try to learn Telekinesis . "

"Why Telekinesis so suddenly?" Darya frowned . "I bet we can learn more
simple spells and obtain much more status points while we try to learn that
skill . "

"It is necessary, or we will lose too much time harvesting the leaves," Leon
answered .
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Darya sure had a way with words . . . she was swift to annoy or depress
someone . Regardless, Leon wouldnt change his mind . He would try to go
home in the quickest way as possible, or he would die trying .

After waiting for two hours and confirming that the battle indeed ended, Leon
and Darya finished the hole . Even before they could truly reach the ocean,
the hole was starting to get filled with water . That was the sign Leon had
been waiting for, so he and Darya used Mana Barrier, and they moved the
earth faster . Suddenly the frontal part of the hole got destroyed by a massive
waver of water that started to push Leon and Darya backward . But by using
the gravity and telekinesis rings, Leon stopped that and even made them
breach the ocean floor in a few seconds .

Leon expected that the ocean of advanced civilization would be dirty, but that
wasnt the case . The Miebos ocean was a beautiful sight . Crystal clear water
amid a soft white sandy beach . Unfortunately, due to the battle displaced
monsters returning, they couldnt take the time to properly enjoy the view . As
they could already see two mammoth creatures swimming in the area
already .

Kraken

Health: 15000/15000

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 5000/5000

Active Skills: Water Cyclone Lv 150, Suction Lv 90, Dark Ink Lv 80



Passive Skills: Swim Lv 80, Water Absorption Lv 150

Ancient Horned Whale

Health: 20000/20000

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 4000/4000

Active Skills: Water Manipulation Lv 250, Water Torpedo Lv 150

Passive Skills: Sonar Lv 150, Swim Lv 80, Underwater Resistance Lv 300

Without personally battling each of these new creatures, Leon was unsure
how well their powers compared to the most powerful sea creature, the
megalodons, that he fought on Earth . Unwilling to risk battling these
unknown foes, they escaped as fast as possible . Only shooting thunder
bullets to slow the creatures down, as they made their underwater escape .

Four minutes later, Leon and Darya left the ocean and moved several hundred
meters upward . Leon was pretty sure that the soldiers couldnt see them on the

continent . So, he decided to take a break because Darya was about to puke
after drinking several mana potions . . . she was the type of girl who didnt
like to dirty her skin . Even though it was barely noticeable, anyone could see
small fragments of blue angel leaves in the mana potions .



While Darya was recovering from that . . . Leon looked around and didnt see
any flying monsters . That was kind of surprising because even though the
world had a single colossal continent, it wasnt impossible that there were no
dungeons in some islands . In fact, Leon was expecting to find an island that
had a dungeon . Just practicing spells without a target wasnt enough for him,
after all . Although he mostly would use blue angel leaves to level up Haste,
he couldnt slack off on his magical training .

Hey . . . have you heard about any dungeon that was outside the continent
which didnt spawn aquatic monsters? Leon frowned when he saw Daryas

face was still blue .

No . . . ugh . Darya let out the final wave of puke . That kind of information
they dont spread . . . only the victories of the frontline are shown to the
public .

Figures . . . Anyway, first lets look for an ordinary island . Leon sighed . We

will use the first island that we find as a base to plant some blue angel leaves
and then let you learn Mana Concealment . After that, we will slowly look for
an island that has a dungeon .

I see… Mana Concealment will help us to avoid the eyes of the harvesters .
Darya nodded .

Soon, they started to look for a random island, but then Leon started to
frown . He was looking for some islands to stay, but as if that wasnt weird
enough considering his past, Leon would stay on a desert island with a girl .
He was pretty sure that he dreamed about that kind of thing at least once in
the past . . . but right at that moment, Leon couldnt imagine any romance



developing mostly, because it has been a very long time since Leon has seen
anyone in an erotic light .

Leon sighed . Unless he stays awake for several days straight, he cant fall
asleep when he wants mostly because he is worried about his friends and
family . But he still had room to worry about his problems down there . . . he
wondered if he wasnt taking things seriously . . .

It didnt take long before they could find an island, but they looked for another
even farther away from the continent . The harvesters that were attacking that
world were massive, after all . So, it was better to stay away as much as
possible from the battlefield . Besides, no one knew what they do between

battles . They could always return to their world, or… rest on Miebos .

Well, we found the place . Darya looked around the island, which was three
kilometers long and five wide . What do we do know?

First, lets secure the place . Makes sure that no monster is nearby . Leon
explained . After that built a decent place to sleep and then plant the blue
angel leaves… after that, I have to try to learn Telekinesis .

Why Telekinesis so suddenly? Darya frowned . I bet we can learn more
simple spells and obtain much more status points while we try to learn that
skill .

It is necessary, or we will lose too much time harvesting the leaves, Leon
answered .

Novel Chapter 247



Chapter 247: 247

Leon and Darya finished their preparations in three days . Although Leon
tried to use most of his time trying to progress his magic or physical skills
even a little bit at every moment, sometimes he felt just like stopping for a
few seconds and observing the ocean and the blue sky . This time Leon chose
to stay on an island . He wasn't alone… but he felt like that was some kind of

bad joke of destiny .

Anyway, Leon stored many useful things in his magic box, and even Darya
had some clothes and bedsheets, so on the first nights on that island, he didn't
feel like he felt on the first one . Regardless, despite everything, Leon felt
thankful for feeling the light of the sun after six months of living
underground .

"Somehow, I feel like we are wasting time building a house here . . . " Darya
frowned .

"It is just temporary," Leon said . "Besides, it is better this way because it will
prevent us from wasting time .We don't know when or where we will find an

island that has a dungeon, so a base like this is important to avoid us getting
lost . "

Leon didn't notice that while he was living underground, even though he
heard something from Darya that confirmed that, but it looked like Miebos'
days also had twenty-four hours, and the duration of days and nights were the
same . It was a bit weird since the people of the past could control the weather
of the planet using satellites . . . perhaps they tried to make days longer, but
soon noticed that was a bad idea .



"What do you know about Telekinesis?" Leon asked .
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"Not much," Darya answered . "What I do know is that it looks like people

who have good imagination tend to learn faster . My grandfather . . . the
government selects some kids that excel in that area and then give them the
training to become soldiers . Telekinesis is one of the first things they learn .
"

"Imagination, huh," Leon said .

Despite saying that, Leon more or less knew how Telekinesis worked, he
noticed that a few days later, after trying to infuse his mana to a magic
weapon only to see that that wasn't possible . He couldn't transmit his mana
to those objects, so he used a hand made of earth to control them . What if

Telekinesis was like controlling his mana like that and enveloping some
objects completely to obtain full control over them?

"Now that I think about it . I bet I can produce the mana liquid even without
Telekinesis . I just have to control small portions of earth to harvest the
leaves . . . it is more efficient, but I'm sure Telekinesis will come in handy in

the future . "

Leon approached one of the blue angel plants and pointed his hand towards it,
then closed his eyes . He imagined himself creating a hand made of mana,



thanks to Mana Dominion, even though Leon couldn't see his mana clearly,
he could feel it taking the shape he wanted . Slowly he pulled the leaf, and a
few seconds later, he felt the leaf falling on the palm of his hand .
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"Mmm . . . that wasn't that complicated . "

Although it hadn't been complicated, Leon didn't receive the notification he
wanted . . . he indeed used Telekinesis, but he didn't learn yet . It looked like
he needed to faster, even faster than usual, since Telekinesis was a skill that
was activated instantly . In that case, there was only one thing he had to
do . . . he had to practice .

Darya also wanted to learn such a useful skill, but for a change, she was
learning the skill slower than Leon . The problem probably wasn't her
imagination since she had to do something far more complicated to use
Telepathy . . . either way, she learned . Leon learned Telekinesis in two
weeks, while Darya learned in three .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Telekinesis .

You obtained 01 status points .
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"Just as I suspected, the skill itself is far more convenient than the skill
granted by a magic item," Leon said . "Since the level is low, I can't do much
right now, but the cost of mana is much lower . "

"Isn't it obvious?" Darya frowned .

"Well, yeah . . . " Leon said .

Every magic item has some restrictions . Consumption of mana and cooldown
time was the most commons, after all . Anyway, even though Leon could
harvest the blue leaves without wasting too much time or mana, he could only
collect eight leaves at a time . The skill was convenient, but his skill was also
involved, after all .

"It would be great if I could create some golems and make them turn the

leaves into dust and make them add water . . . that way, we would be able to
save a lot of time," Leon said .

" . . . I don't think anyone can create creatures like that that have that level of
intelligence . " Darya frowned again . "Any creature created by us can only
obey simple commands . "

Leon already knew that, but he couldn't help but the dream about making

things more efficient . If he could tame monsters, perhaps things would work
out the way he wanted . . . but he couldn't . Leon recalled the spirits Darya



mentioned before, but if those spirits were like intelligent monsters, he
doubted that they would accepted be treated like servants .

While Leon was practicing Haste and Telekinesis, Darya tried to learn Fly
using Telekinesis on her body . However, just as Leon had expected, she
didn't receive the notification, Fly was indeed a variation of gravity magic .

Regardless, Leon and Darya practiced Telekinesis for one week, until the skill
reached level thirty . As expected, using blue angel leaves was the best way to
grow stronger . Leon was still interested in finding a way to create dense
mana potions, but he was satisfied with it for the time being . After reaching
that level, they started to explore Miebos, looking for an island that has a
dungeon .
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Leon and Darya finished their preparations in three days . Although Leon
tried to use most of his time trying to progress his magic or physical skills
even a little bit at every moment, sometimes he felt just like stopping for a
few seconds and observing the ocean and the blue sky . This time Leon chose
to stay on an island . He wasnt alone… but he felt like that was some kind of

bad joke of destiny .

Anyway, Leon stored many useful things in his magic box, and even Darya
had some clothes and bedsheets, so on the first nights on that island, he didnt
feel like he felt on the first one . Regardless, despite everything, Leon felt
thankful for feeling the light of the sun after six months of living
underground .



Somehow, I feel like we are wasting time building a house here . . . Darya
frowned .

It is just temporary, Leon said . Besides, it is better this way because it will
prevent us from wasting time . We dont know when or where we will find an

island that has a dungeon, so a base like this is important to avoid us getting
lost .

Leon didnt notice that while he was living underground, even though he heard
something from Darya that confirmed that, but it looked like Miebos days
also had twenty-four hours, and the duration of days and nights were the
same . It was a bit weird since the people of the past could control the weather
of the planet using satellites . . . perhaps they tried to make days longer, but
soon noticed that was a bad idea .

What do you know about Telekinesis? Leon asked .

Not much, Darya answered . What I do know is that it looks like people who

have good imagination tend to learn faster . My grandfather . . . the
government selects some kids that excel in that area and then give them the
training to become soldiers . Telekinesis is one of the first things they learn .

Imagination, huh, Leon said .

Despite saying that, Leon more or less knew how Telekinesis worked, he
noticed that a few days later, after trying to infuse his mana to a magic
weapon only to see that that wasnt possible . He couldnt transmit his mana to
those objects, so he used a hand made of earth to control them . What if



Telekinesis was like controlling his mana like that and enveloping some
objects completely to obtain full control over them?

Now that I think about it . I bet I can produce the mana liquid even without
Telekinesis . I just have to control small portions of earth to harvest the
leaves . . . it is more efficient, but Im sure Telekinesis will come in handy in

the future .

Leon approached one of the blue angel plants and pointed his hand towards it,
then closed his eyes . He imagined himself creating a hand made of mana,
thanks to Mana Dominion, even though Leon couldnt see his mana clearly, he
could feel it taking the shape he wanted . Slowly he pulled the leaf, and a few
seconds later, he felt the leaf falling on the palm of his hand .

Mmm . . . that wasnt that complicated .

Although it hadnt been complicated, Leon didnt receive the notification he
wanted . . . he indeed used Telekinesis, but he didnt learn yet . It looked like
he needed to faster, even faster than usual, since Telekinesis was a skill that
was activated instantly . In that case, there was only one thing he had to
do . . . he had to practice .

Darya also wanted to learn such a useful skill, but for a change, she was
learning the skill slower than Leon . The problem probably wasnt her

imagination since she had to do something far more complicated to use
Telepathy . . . either way, she learned . Leon learned Telekinesis in two
weeks, while Darya learned in three .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Telekinesis .



You obtained 01 status points .

Just as I suspected, the skill itself is far more convenient than the skill granted
by a magic item, Leon said . Since the level is low, I cant do much right now,
but the cost of mana is much lower .

Isnt it obvious? Darya frowned .

Well, yeah . . . Leon said .

Every magic item has some restrictions . Consumption of mana and cooldown
time was the most commons, after all . Anyway, even though Leon could
harvest the blue leaves without wasting too much time or mana, he could only
collect eight leaves at a time . The skill was convenient, but his skill was also
involved, after all .

It would be great if I could create some golems and make them turn the leaves
into dust and make them add water . . . that way, we would be able to save a
lot of time, Leon said .

. . . I dont think anyone can create creatures like that that have that level of
intelligence . Darya frowned again . Any creature created by us can only obey
simple commands .

Leon already knew that, but he couldnt help but the dream about making

things more efficient . If he could tame monsters, perhaps things would work
out the way he wanted . . . but he couldnt . Leon recalled the spirits Darya
mentioned before, but if those spirits were like intelligent monsters, he
doubted that they would accepted be treated like servants .



While Leon was practicing Haste and Telekinesis, Darya tried to learn Fly
using Telekinesis on her body . However, just as Leon had expected, she
didnt receive the notification, Fly was indeed a variation of gravity magic .

Regardless, Leon and Darya practiced Telekinesis for one week, until the skill
reached level thirty . As expected, using blue angel leaves was the best way to
grow stronger . Leon was still interested in finding a way to create dense
mana potions, but he was satisfied with it for the time being . After reaching
that level, they started to explore Miebos, looking for an island that has a
dungeon .
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Chapter 248: 248

"This is . . . " Darya said and then let out a long sigh .

"The island number 151 we found this week . " Leon also felt like sighing,
but he didn't . "I guess things won't be that convenient for us . "

One week had passed since Leon had started to explore the ocean of Miebos .
For some reason, Leon though they wouldn't find many islands, probably
because the world had only a single continent . But he was wrong . . . still,
they didn't found any dungeon so far . Although they haven't been neglecting
their training, Leon was feeling like they were moving too much and soon
would stumble upon a harvester . . . or the other way around considering the
difference in size



After another day without any success, Leon and Darya returned to the island
they were using as a base . Although if they find a dungeon on an island, their
routine would probably change, the failures didn't . So, Leon and Darya, as
soon as they returned, started to practice their magic . There wasn't any
reason for both of them to learn Checkpoint at the same time, so Leon was the
only one who was trying to learn it . While Darya was attempting to replicate

the metal the lizards used to create the helicopters he gave to William and the
others . After learning that, they would share their knowledge and provide
some tips while teaching each other the skills . Since Darya was better than
Leon using the basic elements, it was the perfect job for her . Meanwhile,
Leon was trying to learn Checkpoint, which was something that one would
have to have excellent control over its own mana to succeed in replicating .

Learning that kind of spell was necessary in case a harvester finds the island
they are using . After that, Leon would practice it like hell because with his
mana, he could only transport himself and Darya to another place one
kilometer away from the original point, and he was pretty sure one kilometer
wasn't a safe distance from those creatures which were like one hundred

meters tall .

Until Leon learns that spell, he prepared an underground shelter in case
something happens . The house and the blue angel plants would most likely
reveal that someone was living there, but Leon also prepared an escape route
through the underground shelter . So, they were fine for the time being .

It was hard to be sure, but it looked like the more intelligence one has, the
faster one can learn spells . Considering the opposite of that, Leon understood
why he had to spend a week to learn simple physical skills . His physical stats
weren't strong enough for that . . . Anyway, much faster than he thought,
Leon learned Checkpoint . Unfortunately, Darya didn't make any progress
trying to create that metal .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Checkpoint .
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Cost: 1000 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

"It looks like you are having a hard time . . . for a change . " Leon .

"This metal is just too weird," Darya frowned . "I tried to infuse a lot of mana
in the sand, but I never get the result I want . And I already managed to
replicate all kinds of metal we have on this planet . . . "

Leon nodded, even though he also could create different types of metal, he
always chose steel because it was the simplest and easy to create . Regardless,
it looked like there was a trick somewhere to create the metal . . . but it
wouldn't be easy . After all, the people of Miebos probably tried to replicate
the metal but didn't succeed . Although it looked like a waste of time, neither
of them would give up . They were confident that kind of metal would give
them the chance to create more powerful weapons . Besides, by trying to
replicate that metal, they were also training Earth Manipulation and Earth

Transformation . It certainly wasn't a waste of time .



As much as Leon wanted to help, he decided to level up Checkpoint as much
as he can for the rest of the day . Unlike the other spells, intelligence couldn't
increase the effectiveness of Checkpoint . Only by leveling up the skill, Leon
would be able to increase the distances they would be able to cross .

While Leon was traveling to the nearest island, he noticed that he didn't have
to look for a dungeon on an island . The whole ocean was a dungeon that
dozen of different types of enemies . More than that, he was pretty sure that
creatures like Kraken and the ancient horned whale were perfect targets to
level up his skills .
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Health: 154 +

Mana: 2654 +

Stamina: 159 +

Strength: 122 +

Dexterity: 69 +

Speed: 116 +



Intelligence: 549 +
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Endurance: 128 +

Control: 149 +

Mentality: 156 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 743 +

Willpower: 119 +

Coins: 69325412

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Earth Manipulation Lv 66, Water Manipulation Lv 41, Wind

Manipulation Lv 40, Fire Manipulation Lv 43, Earth Transformation Lv 43,



Water Transformation Lv 34, Wind Transformation Lv 40, Fire
Transformation Lv 40, Earth Creation Lv 46, Water Creation Lv 41, Wind

Creation Lv 37, Fire Creation Lv 44

Mana Reinforcement Lv 35, Stamina Manipulation Lv 11, Strong Legs Lv
08, Backflip Lv 09, Steel Knee Lv 08, Telekinesis Lv 30, Checkpoint Lv
08

Magma Spear Lv 34, Mana Eater Lv 29, Mana Armor Lv 31, Mana Shield
Lv 31, Mana Dominion Lv 39, Cure Burns Lv 23, Heal Lv 26,
Regeneration Lv 21, Seal Lv 42, Thunder Bullet Lv 11, Appraisal Lv 17,
Mana Barrier Lv 22, Mana Concealment Lv 21, Haste Lv 44, Stamina
Restoration Lv 09, Mana Infusion Lv 09, Magma Bullet Lv 07, Sandstorm
Lv 18, Fire Tornado Lv 35,

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 30, Craft Lv 63, Farming Lv 14, Cook Lv
45, Poison Resistance Lv 39, Martial Arts Lv 11, Spearmanship Lv 59,
Staffmanship Lv 16, Meditation Lv 58, Blacksmith Lv 49, Alchemy Lv 56,
Wind Resistance Lv 19, Ice Resistance Lv 23, Sleep Resistance Lv 32,
Thunder Resistance Lv 25, Earth Resistance Lv 19, Gravity Resistance Lv
25,
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This is . . . Darya said and then let out a long sigh .



The island number 151 we found this week . Leon also felt like sighing, but
he didnt . I guess things wont be that convenient for us .

One week had passed since Leon had started to explore the ocean of Miebos .
For some reason, Leon though they wouldnt find many islands, probably
because the world had only a single continent . But he was wrong . . . still,
they didnt found any dungeon so far . Although they havent been neglecting
their training, Leon was feeling like they were moving too much and soon
would stumble upon a harvester . . . or the other way around considering the
difference in size

After another day without any success, Leon and Darya returned to the island
they were using as a base . Although if they find a dungeon on an island, their
routine would probably change, the failures didnt . So, Leon and Darya, as
soon as they returned, started to practice their magic . There wasnt any reason
for both of them to learn Checkpoint at the same time, so Leon was the only
one who was trying to learn it . While Darya was attempting to replicate the

metal the lizards used to create the helicopters he gave to William and the
others . After learning that, they would share their knowledge and provide
some tips while teaching each other the skills . Since Darya was better than
Leon using the basic elements, it was the perfect job for her . Meanwhile,
Leon was trying to learn Checkpoint, which was something that one would
have to have excellent control over its own mana to succeed in replicating .

Learning that kind of spell was necessary in case a harvester finds the island
they are using . After that, Leon would practice it like hell because with his
mana, he could only transport himself and Darya to another place one
kilometer away from the original point, and he was pretty sure one kilometer
wasnt a safe distance from those creatures which were like one hundred
meters tall .



Until Leon learns that spell, he prepared an underground shelter in case
something happens . The house and the blue angel plants would most likely
reveal that someone was living there, but Leon also prepared an escape route
through the underground shelter . So, they were fine for the time being .

It was hard to be sure, but it looked like the more intelligence one has, the
faster one can learn spells . Considering the opposite of that, Leon understood
why he had to spend a week to learn simple physical skills . His physical stats
werent strong enough for that . . . Anyway, much faster than he thought,
Leon learned Checkpoint . Unfortunately, Darya didnt make any progress
trying to create that metal .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Checkpoint .

Cost: 1000 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

It looks like you are having a hard time . . . for a change . Leon .

This metal is just too weird, Darya frowned . I tried to infuse a lot of mana in
the sand, but I never get the result I want . And I already managed to replicate
all kinds of metal we have on this planet . . .

Leon nodded, even though he also could create different types of metal, he
always chose steel because it was the simplest and easy to create . Regardless,
it looked like there was a trick somewhere to create the metal . . . but it
wouldnt be easy . After all, the people of Miebos probably tried to replicate

the metal but didnt succeed . Although it looked like a waste of time, neither



of them would give up . They were confident that kind of metal would give
them the chance to create more powerful weapons . Besides, by trying to
replicate that metal, they were also training Earth Manipulation and Earth

Transformation . It certainly wasnt a waste of time .

As much as Leon wanted to help, he decided to level up Checkpoint as much
as he can for the rest of the day . Unlike the other spells, intelligence couldnt
increase the effectiveness of Checkpoint . Only by leveling up the skill, Leon
would be able to increase the distances they would be able to cross .

While Leon was traveling to the nearest island, he noticed that he didnt have
to look for a dungeon on an island . The whole ocean was a dungeon that
dozen of different types of enemies . More than that, he was pretty sure that
creatures like Kraken and the ancient horned whale were perfect targets to
level up his skills .

Health: 154 +
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Stamina: 159 +

Strength: 122 +
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Speed: 116 +



Intelligence: 549 +

Endurance: 128 +

Control: 149 +

Mentality: 156 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 743 +

Willpower: 119 +

Coins: 69325412

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Earth Manipulation Lv 66, Water Manipulation Lv 41, Wind

Manipulation Lv 40, Fire Manipulation Lv 43, Earth Transformation Lv 43,
Water Transformation Lv 34, Wind Transformation Lv 40, Fire
Transformation Lv 40, Earth Creation Lv 46, Water Creation Lv 41, Wind

Creation Lv 37, Fire Creation Lv 44



Mana Reinforcement Lv 35, Stamina Manipulation Lv 11, Strong Legs Lv
08, Backflip Lv 09, Steel Knee Lv 08, Telekinesis Lv 30, Checkpoint Lv
08

Magma Spear Lv 34, Mana Eater Lv 29, Mana Armor Lv 31, Mana Shield
Lv 31, Mana Dominion Lv 39, Cure Burns Lv 23, Heal Lv 26,
Regeneration Lv 21, Seal Lv 42, Thunder Bullet Lv 11, Appraisal Lv 17,
Mana Barrier Lv 22, Mana Concealment Lv 21, Haste Lv 44, Stamina
Restoration Lv 09, Mana Infusion Lv 09, Magma Bullet Lv 07, Sandstorm
Lv 18, Fire Tornado Lv 35,

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 30, Craft Lv 63, Farming Lv 14, Cook Lv
45, Poison Resistance Lv 39, Martial Arts Lv 11, Spearmanship Lv 59,
Staffmanship Lv 16, Meditation Lv 58, Blacksmith Lv 49, Alchemy Lv 56,
Wind Resistance Lv 19, Ice Resistance Lv 23, Sleep Resistance Lv 32,
Thunder Resistance Lv 25, Earth Resistance Lv 19, Gravity Resistance Lv
25,
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"You have one crazy idea after the other . . . " Darya frowned when she heard
about Leon's plans of fighting against the Krakens and whales . "I don't think
they will leave their habitat, so you want to fight them underwater?"

"Just at the beginning, once they get too close, I will leave the ocean to attack
them," Leon explained . "Killing them won't be easy, and it isn't enough . We

have to use their bodies as bait to lure other monsters . So, you will have to



use your Telekinesis to move them to prevent them from sinking or getting
washed away by the tides . . "

" . . . I don't think I have enough mana to move such large bodies . " Darya
frowned .

"You just have to make sure they will stay nearby," Leon said . "Besides, it
will be a good way to level up your Telekinesis at a fearsome speed . The
bodies of the big ones will attract the small ones, and I'm pretty sure they will

try to eat us who still have mana instead of a corpse . Besides, we will finally
have the chance to eat some meat . Two birds, one stone . The containers of
mana liquid will be nearby, so soon you will recover your mana . "

Although that island was similar in many aspects to the island Leon stayed
during his first four years . As expected, the food was way different . There
were no coconuts or bananas, there was a weird hairy fruit, but it didn't taste
that great . So, most of the time, they would eat blue angel leaves and
sometimes so green angel leaves for a change of pace .

"I'm not a fan of monster meat," Darya said . "But I guess we don't have other
choices . Besides, I'm tired of trying to replicate that metal and failing . "
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Leon didn't see those weird fish either, but he saw monsters that looked like

swordfish and eel . Aside from those odd fish and pterodactyls, and heart



dragons, Leon didn't eat much monster meat . However, based on his
experience, the weirder the monsters look, the tastier it was . So, it was worth
a shot .

Even though learning more electric attacks was on his list, Leon decided to
use Lightning . It has been a long while since the last time he used it, Leon's
intelligence had increased almost five times since the last time he used that
attack . So, it was time to see that again in action . Besides, in case a
harvester found them, that was the only spell that Leon had on his arsenal that
might stop them for a few seconds . . . so he had to level it up .

It wasn't the fastest method of flying, but Leon decided to use Telekinesis to
fly above the ocean . Even when he was two hundred meters above, he
already could see a shadow underneath . Considering the shape, it was Kraken,
but the damn monster didn't move an inch . Instead of hitting the ocean, Leon
had to hit the creature directly and wait for the surrounding water to increase
the power of Lightning . So… Leon had to risk himself a little .

Although it wasn't one of his most powerful spells, Lightning was a bit
inconvenient since the spell could only hit a target ten seconds after Leon
decides to use it . So, Leon did that while he was slowly approaching the
ocean .

Before Leon could even reach one hundred and seventy meters of height, the
creature contracted its body and jumped out of the water . That caught Leon
by surprise, even more, when he saw the tentacles of the beast quickly

approaching him despite having just used those to jump out of the ocean .
Leon wasn't fast enough to avoid that . So, he used his Telekinesis to stop the
monster . Unfortunately, the only thing Leon managed to do was to slow
down the beast and stop its tentacles .
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Leon moved to the side and avoided the direct hit, two seconds later, when
the creature was falling back to the ocean . A massive lightning bolt fell from

the skies, hitting the beast . Even though the damn thing was outside the
water, the moment of the impact, Leon saw its flesh burning and its body

trembling .

Kraken

Health: 8265/15000

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 5000/5000
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Active Skills: Water Cyclone Lv 150, Suction Lv 90, Dark Ink Lv 80

Passive Skills: Swim Lv 80, Water Absorption Lv 150



It hadn't been half bad considering the situation . However, Leon used twenty
percent of his mana in that attack and more than twenty percent to stop the
beast . . . Fortunately, the Kraken was in shock after getting hit . Leon didn't
waste that chance and let another Lightning fall, and this time he killed the
creature .

Leon won against a beast that probably was stronger than the megalodons, but
instead of celebrating, Leon felt annoyed . The noise of two massive
Lightning falling near him almost turned him deaf .

"Despite having such speed, this monster sure is cautious . . . it could move
pretty fast on islands, but it doesn't want to take any chances . "

Darya started to use Telekinesis to make the monster approached the island,
while she was doing that, Leon opened the monster's head and made a lot of
blood go to the ocean . As Leon had predicted, hundreds of small fries started
to appear from all sides . Leon thought they would come in small groups, but
he was wrong . So, he returned to the island and approached the mana
containers .

"Don't let the monsters approach the containers, and you don't need to hold
back either . " Leon declared .

"Got it . " Darya nodded .

The mana liquid they created every day was only used to mostly practice their
spells and Leon wanted to practice with his spears since that was the best
weapon Leon had against a massive number of monsters . However, he
changed his mind because he thought of an excellent way to surprise his
enemies . Leon concentrated on the monsters' heads . . . half a second later,



several of those exploded . . . Leon finally found a method to attack without
being noticed .
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You have one crazy idea after the other . . . Darya frowned when she heard
about Leons plans of fighting against the Krakens and whales . I dont think
they will leave their habitat, so you want to fight them underwater?

Just at the beginning, once they get too close, I will leave the ocean to attack
them, Leon explained . Killing them wont be easy, and it isnt enough . We

have to use their bodies as bait to lure other monsters . So, you will have to
use your Telekinesis to move them to prevent them from sinking or getting
washed away by the tides . .

. . . I dont think I have enough mana to move such large bodies . Darya
frowned .

You just have to make sure they will stay nearby, Leon said . Besides, it will
be a good way to level up your Telekinesis at a fearsome speed . The bodies
of the big ones will attract the small ones, and Im pretty sure they will try to

eat us who still have mana instead of a corpse . Besides, we will finally have
the chance to eat some meat . Two birds, one stone . The containers of mana
liquid will be nearby, so soon you will recover your mana .

Although that island was similar in many aspects to the island Leon stayed
during his first four years . As expected, the food was way different . There
were no coconuts or bananas, there was a weird hairy fruit, but it didnt taste



that great . So, most of the time, they would eat blue angel leaves and
sometimes so green angel leaves for a change of pace .

Im not a fan of monster meat, Darya said . But I guess we dont have other
choices . Besides, Im tired of trying to replicate that metal and failing .

Leon didnt see those weird fish either, but he saw monsters that looked like

swordfish and eel . Aside from those odd fish and pterodactyls, and heart
dragons, Leon didnt eat much monster meat . However, based on his
experience, the weirder the monsters look, the tastier it was . So, it was worth
a shot .

Even though learning more electric attacks was on his list, Leon decided to
use Lightning . It has been a long while since the last time he used it, Leons
intelligence had increased almost five times since the last time he used that
attack . So, it was time to see that again in action . Besides, in case a
harvester found them, that was the only spell that Leon had on his arsenal that
might stop them for a few seconds . . . so he had to level it up .

It wasnt the fastest method of flying, but Leon decided to use Telekinesis to
fly above the ocean . Even when he was two hundred meters above, he
already could see a shadow underneath . Considering the shape, it was Kraken,
but the damn monster didnt move an inch . Instead of hitting the ocean, Leon
had to hit the creature directly and wait for the surrounding water to increase
the power of Lightning . So… Leon had to risk himself a little .

Although it wasnt one of his most powerful spells, Lightning was a bit
inconvenient since the spell could only hit a target ten seconds after Leon
decides to use it . So, Leon did that while he was slowly approaching the
ocean .



Before Leon could even reach one hundred and seventy meters of height, the
creature contracted its body and jumped out of the water . That caught Leon
by surprise, even more, when he saw the tentacles of the beast quickly

approaching him despite having just used those to jump out of the ocean .
Leon wasnt fast enough to avoid that . So, he used his Telekinesis to stop the
monster . Unfortunately, the only thing Leon managed to do was to slow
down the beast and stop its tentacles .

Leon moved to the side and avoided the direct hit, two seconds later, when
the creature was falling back to the ocean . A massive lightning bolt fell from

the skies, hitting the beast . Even though the damn thing was outside the
water, the moment of the impact, Leon saw its flesh burning and its body

trembling .

Kraken

Health: 8265/15000

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 5000/5000

Active Skills: Water Cyclone Lv 150, Suction Lv 90, Dark Ink Lv 80

Passive Skills: Swim Lv 80, Water Absorption Lv 150

It hadnt been half bad considering the situation . However, Leon used twenty
percent of his mana in that attack and more than twenty percent to stop the
beast . . . Fortunately, the Kraken was in shock after getting hit . Leon didnt



waste that chance and let another Lightning fall, and this time he killed the
creature .

Leon won against a beast that probably was stronger than the megalodons, but
instead of celebrating, Leon felt annoyed . The noise of two massive
Lightning falling near him almost turned him deaf .

Despite having such speed, this monster sure is cautious . . . it could move
pretty fast on islands, but it doesnt want to take any chances .

Darya started to use Telekinesis to make the monster approached the island,
while she was doing that, Leon opened the monsters head and made a lot of
blood go to the ocean . As Leon had predicted, hundreds of small fries started
to appear from all sides . Leon thought they would come in small groups, but
he was wrong . So, he returned to the island and approached the mana
containers .

Dont let the monsters approach the containers, and you dont need to hold
back either . Leon declared .

Got it . Darya nodded .

The mana liquid they created every day was only used to mostly practice their
spells and Leon wanted to practice with his spears since that was the best
weapon Leon had against a massive number of monsters . However, he
changed his mind because he thought of an excellent way to surprise his
enemies . Leon concentrated on the monsters heads . . . half a second later,
several of those exploded . . . Leon finally found a method to attack without
being noticed .
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Crabhammer

Health: 1500/1500

Mana: 1000/1000

Stamina: 500/500

Active Skills: Water Bullet Lv 70, Steel Claw Lv 90

Passive Skills: Underwater Resistance Lv 40, Water Absorption Lv 50

Sharp Starfish

Health: 1200/1200

Mana: 1100/1100
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Stamina: 1200/1200

Active Skills: Water Slash Lv 50, Adhesive Touch Lv 90

Passive Skills: Swim Lv 50, Water Absorption Lv 40

Plant-Tentacle

Health: 8265/15000

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 5000/5000

Active Skills: Water Arrow Lv 70, Steel Tentacle Lv 60

Passive Skills: Swim Lv 30, Water Absorption Lv 50, Whip Mastery Lv 40
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Each of those monsters was pretty much a small fry that Leon could kill with
a single thought . However, against a thousand of them, Leon couldn't do
help but pray that Darya would watch his back . Both of them would stay

alive as long as they keep Mana Armor active, but they would die if the
supply of mana liquid inside the container of steel Leon created that was



again connected by a hose to their bodies gets destroyed . Leon felt like he
was over-dependent on that kind of thing . But in the end, that silly plan had
saved them from being overwhelmed by hundreds of aquatic creatures .

At first, Darya felt like increasing her aim by using Earth Bullets to kill those

monsters . However, when they started to get too close, she copied Leon and
began to explode their heads . Starfish and the tentacle-plants had no heads,
but ripping them apart was enough to kill them .

Fortunately, that was the only massive wave of monsters that they had to deal
with . The battle ended after ten minutes, and after waiting for a few hours,
no other monster came . . . it looked like the smell of blood attracted all
monsters nearby, and they would have to wait for the next day to do that
again . Still . . . Leon and Darya were pretty much okay with that .

"Phew . . . those things and their tentacles scared me . " Darya frowned .

Leon wondered if that was some kind of feminine instinct, even though he
wasn't a woman, he felt threatened by them . . . probably because the Kraken
and its tentacles surprised him early . It was better to think that instead of
imagining something more traumatizing .

"Let's clean this place up and see if we obtained anything," Leon said .

Leon wondered if he was getting lazy by moving the bodies of the monsters to
the center of the island by using Telekinesis, but in the end, that was the
fastest method to get rid of any evidence that a battle happened there . They
did obtain some magic items, but everything was pretty much trash . Amidst
that pile of corpses and trash Leon found a single tome .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Wall .
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Cost: 15 mana

Cooldown time: 10 seconds .

That being said, it was another type of spell Leon could learn to obtain some
status points . Speaking of status points, Leon obtained a few during the

battle . However, instead of allocating them, he put a single point in
intelligence because he wanted to see how much his damage would increase .
He recalled the damage the Kraken received in mid-air . . . now he just has to

repeat that . . . he just has to put himself in danger again, just to satisfy his
curiosity .

" . . . I'm utterly stupid . " Leon let out a long sigh .

"Why are you so down after winning such a battle?" Darya frowned .

"I was just thinking about something else . . . you can rest now," Leon said .
"I will get rid of the Kraken . "

After making sure that the monster had no air inside its body, Leon moved the
creature to the ocean and covered all of its body with a layer of steel . After



that, the corpse sank . After losing the sight of the monster's shadow, Leon
returned to the island .

The next day, Leon did the exact same thing after filling the steel containers
he created with mana liquid . He looked for a Kraken and gave the monster
the chance to attack him . . . but once again, he escaped .

Kraken

Health: 8258/15000

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 5000/5000

Active Skills: Water Cyclone Lv 150, Suction Lv 90, Dark Ink Lv 80

Passive Skills: Swim Lv 80, Water Absorption Lv 150

After killing the Kraken and facing a couple hundred more enemies, Leon did
the math . A single point of intelligence increased the power of his lightning

by 0 . 1 percent . Most likely, the level up of the skills made things more
efficient instead of just increasing the power, since somes skill don't cause
damage or need a target like Cook or Craft .

In the end, even though Leon satisfied his curiosity, he ended up with one
more question on his head . . . Was it better to keep increasing his mana, or
to increase his intelligence instead? In terms of raw math, allocating one



point of intelligence was also like increasing his mana pool effectiveness by
0 . 1 percent . However, without mana, he couldn't keep spells like Haste
active for long periods of time . . .

"So incredibly annoying . . . " Leon sighed .

Leon managed to come this far without anyone giving him guidance . He was
actually the one who provided guidance to others . Although it was shameful
considering the things he managed to accomplish by himself, Leon wanted a
master too . Someone who would know all the answers and get rid of Leon's
worries . . . such convenient existence would be greatly appreciated .
However, instead of something like that falling on his lap, Leon practiced
EarthWall, while he was trying to learn the other versions of that same spell .

Crabhammer

Health: 1500/1500

Mana: 1000/1000

Stamina: 500/500

Active Skills: Water Bullet Lv 70, Steel Claw Lv 90

Passive Skills: Underwater Resistance Lv 40, Water Absorption Lv 50

Sharp Starfish



Health: 1200/1200

Mana: 1100/1100

Stamina: 1200/1200

Active Skills: Water Slash Lv 50, Adhesive Touch Lv 90

Passive Skills: Swim Lv 50, Water Absorption Lv 40

Plant-Tentacle

Health: 8265/15000

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 5000/5000

Active Skills: Water Arrow Lv 70, Steel Tentacle Lv 60

Passive Skills: Swim Lv 30, Water Absorption Lv 50, Whip Mastery Lv 40

Each of those monsters was pretty much a small fry that Leon could kill with
a single thought . However, against a thousand of them, Leon couldnt do help
but pray that Darya would watch his back . Both of them would stay alive as

long as they keep Mana Armor active, but they would die if the supply of
mana liquid inside the container of steel Leon created that was again
connected by a hose to their bodies gets destroyed . Leon felt like he was



over-dependent on that kind of thing . But in the end, that silly plan had saved
them from being overwhelmed by hundreds of aquatic creatures .

At first, Darya felt like increasing her aim by using Earth Bullets to kill those

monsters . However, when they started to get too close, she copied Leon and
began to explode their heads . Starfish and the tentacle-plants had no heads,
but ripping them apart was enough to kill them .

Fortunately, that was the only massive wave of monsters that they had to deal
with . The battle ended after ten minutes, and after waiting for a few hours,
no other monster came . . . it looked like the smell of blood attracted all
monsters nearby, and they would have to wait for the next day to do that
again . Still . . . Leon and Darya were pretty much okay with that .

Phew . . . those things and their tentacles scared me . Darya frowned .

Leon wondered if that was some kind of feminine instinct, even though he
wasnt a woman, he felt threatened by them . . . probably because the Kraken
and its tentacles surprised him early . It was better to think that instead of
imagining something more traumatizing .

Lets clean this place up and see if we obtained anything, Leon said .

Leon wondered if he was getting lazy by moving the bodies of the monsters to
the center of the island by using Telekinesis, but in the end, that was the
fastest method to get rid of any evidence that a battle happened there . They
did obtain some magic items, but everything was pretty much trash . Amidst
that pile of corpses and trash Leon found a single tome .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Wall .

Cost: 15 mana

Cooldown time: 10 seconds .

That being said, it was another type of spell Leon could learn to obtain some
status points . Speaking of status points, Leon obtained a few during the

battle . However, instead of allocating them, he put a single point in
intelligence because he wanted to see how much his damage would increase .
He recalled the damage the Kraken received in mid-air . . . now he just has to

repeat that . . . he just has to put himself in danger again, just to satisfy his
curiosity .

. . . Im utterly stupid . Leon let out a long sigh .

Why are you so down after winning such a battle? Darya frowned .

I was just thinking about something else . . . you can rest now, Leon said . I
will get rid of the Kraken .

After making sure that the monster had no air inside its body, Leon moved the
creature to the ocean and covered all of its body with a layer of steel . After
that, the corpse sank . After losing the sight of the monsters shadow, Leon
returned to the island .



The next day, Leon did the exact same thing after filling the steel containers
he created with mana liquid . He looked for a Kraken and gave the monster
the chance to attack him . . . but once again, he escaped .

Kraken

Health: 8258/15000

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 5000/5000

Active Skills: Water Cyclone Lv 150, Suction Lv 90, Dark Ink Lv 80

Passive Skills: Swim Lv 80, Water Absorption Lv 150

After killing the Kraken and facing a couple hundred more enemies, Leon did
the math . A single point of intelligence increased the power of his lightning

by 0 . 1 percent . Most likely, the level up of the skills made things more
efficient instead of just increasing the power, since somes skill dont cause
damage or need a target like Cook or Craft .

In the end, even though Leon satisfied his curiosity, he ended up with one
more question on his head . . . Was it better to keep increasing his mana, or
to increase his intelligence instead? In terms of raw math, allocating one
point of intelligence was also like increasing his mana pool effectiveness by
0 . 1 percent . However, without mana, he couldnt keep spells like Haste
active for long periods of time . . .



So incredibly annoying . . . Leon sighed .

Leon managed to come this far without anyone giving him guidance . He was
actually the one who provided guidance to others . Although it was shameful
considering the things he managed to accomplish by himself, Leon wanted a
master too . Someone who would know all the answers and get rid of Leons

worries . . . such convenient existence would be greatly appreciated .
However, instead of something like that falling on his lap, Leon practiced
EarthWall, while he was trying to learn the other versions of that same spell .
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